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1. INTRODUCTION

Morbidity benefits refer to increases in utility arising from reductions in
incidents of acute health impairments and from increases in the probability of
developing chronic diseases. The impairments would run the gamut from a
cough-day to a bed-disability-day, while the chronic diseases include classic
pollution-related diseases, such as cancer, to in utero effects and learning
disabilities. As with mortality benefits, there could be benefits to oneself and
family and friends as well as benefits based on altruism.

A major difference between the mortality and morbidity valuation
literatures is that while estimates of
the former are always based on risk
(one is never trying to obtain values .. . ..... . ... .. ....

h . . ... .....
for avoiding certain death), estimates 4��Maior rence.�. e WeeW...... .. ... .... . .. ... ..... .. .... . ..... ... .. .. .. .................. .. . . . . ......

itv�w d Wdlwof the latter generally are not. That :� �X�:�:�. .. .. ..... .. ..... A ��M O ...............
is, most of the theory and empirical .. ....'on It era ur ha. .... .... ...... .... ... ... ....... ... .. ........ . . . ........ ..
estimates are based on models where �W e�.. .... h 1, ima es the............................the effect to be avoided is certain.

hwer alwavk�hased.og�This assumption holds reasonably are.. . ...........
...liable( �JS�:::neyer..l t, .... ... .. .well for estimating common acute .. . . ..... .. ..... . .... ................ ..

X.�.�:�b0 r� avoteffects, for example, the willingness WM VA U. W' .7: . 2to pay (WTP) for one less cough-day. ceriain:� d th) Z, tea es tindres..... .. ........ .. .. . . . .. .......... . ....... ..It works less well, if at all, for .... .. ..th I U II:e�� a er era v:�:ow��::no.. . . .. . ..... .. . . . .... . .. ... ....
chronic illness endpoints, where
benefits seem to be appropriately
expressed in terms of reduced risk of developing a disease or impairment.

Based largely on a working paper by Alan Krupnick, Carter Hood, and Ken Harrison.
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2. THEORETICAL MODELS

Harrington and Portney 1987) have developed an accessible model for
use in estimating WTP for certain reductions in acute health effects. In this
model, as discussed in Freeman and Cropper 1989), WTP is the sum of the
value of lost time (the wage multiplied by the net change in illness time as a
result of the change in pllution);' the disutility from being ill (the money value
of the effect of sickness on utility multiplied by the change in sick time,
determined by the dose-response function); and the observed changes in
expenditures on averting and mitigating activities. Thus, WTP is composed of
the value to the individual of avoiding the sick time he actually experiences,
which is the value of sick time multiplied by the quantity of sick time, plus the
expenditures on medical care, drugs, etc., taken to mitigate the effects of being
sick, plus any expenditures taken to reduce sick time or severity, such as using
an air conditioner to avoid being exposed to pollution.

It is worth emphasizing that only epidemiological (as opposed to clinical)
dose-response functions are appropriate to use in this formulation. These
functions capture the effect of pollution on health after all averting and
mitigating actions have been taken. Thus, averting and mitigation expenditures
can be added to the value of reducing sickness without double-counting. In
contrast, clinical (laboratory) studies provide estimates of health effects where
avoidance and mitigation is impossible. Thus, adding averting and mitigating
expenditures to estimates of sickness reductions from clinical studies would
overestimate benefits.

Also, note that the aforementioned expression provides an estimate of
individual WTP. Social WTP exceeds this for two reasons. First, the after-tax
wage is the appropriate value of time for the individual, because this is the
amount lost when I hour of work is traded for I hour of leisure. However, the
individual's contribution to society's material output, his marginal product, is his
before-tax wage, which exceeds his after-tax wage. Second, many individuals
do not pay the full cost of medical care or sick leave.

There are few formal models for reducing the risk of having a chronic
disease. Berger et al. 1987) develop a model where the probability of having
a chronic disease depends on pollution and averting expenditures, but this model
does not permit one to assess the morbidity effects associated with a possibly
fatal disease. Magat, Viscusi, and Huber 1991) and Krupnick and Cropper
(I 992) assess WTP directly by asking individuals to trade income for reductions

'That is, the value of time is assumed to be equal to the wage and this is multiplied by the amount of
time one is sick, determined by a dose-response function.
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in the risk of developing a chronic disease. A version of the Harrington and
Portney model would seem to apply to chronic illness as well, in that the value
of avoiding pain and suffering, medical expenditures, avoidance expenditures
and wage/leisure effects would also be relevant. In this spirit, other authors
(Hartunian 1980; Oster et al. 1984; and Cropper and Krupnick 1992) have
examined one or more of the components of the cost of illness, such as medical
costs and reductions in wage rates or work time as a result of chronic illness.

3. ESTIMATION APPROACHES

There are three approaches for estimating WTP for acute morbidity
reductions: cost of illness, contingent valuation, and averting behavior.

3.1 COST OF ILLNESS (COI)

The COI or distress includes medical expenditures, work and productivity
losses, and leisure losses. Estimates of WTP based on the cost of illness should
be regarded as underestimates of "true" WTP because they ignore the values
related to pain and suffering and
avoidance behavior. Several studies ..... .. ..................... ...... ...... ....com pare COI and W TP estim ates. . .. .. .. ... . .. ..... .. ..... ..... . .
Rowe and Chestnut 1985) find for �bata.... VZT: ased on:...... . ..... .... ..........&!Vosf�wf ess...�:s auasthma a WTP/COI ratio of 2; h: Id. e ... .. .... ..... ... . ...... .. .. . . .... ......
Dickie et al. 1987), for ozone ... . . .....d.:.. d::.Un: �eres. ima es:
symptoms finds a ratio of 5:1 1; Of J� �herause..... . . ..... . ..... ... . . . .. .Schecter 1990) finds a ratio of WTP

th Ito an estimate obtained by an indirect .. .... .. .. .. .. ... . ........... .... ..... . ...... ........ .. .. .... .
i�klm t

method (hedonies) of 30. .0 pam�wn
S�� e and:. avoid4fice.......

.. .. . .. ..... .. .....
The medical costs of an

incident of illness or symptoms can ..... ...
be valued using either an expenditure
or a frequency approach. The former starts with aggregate national data on
medical expenditures and uses supplementary information to allocate these
expenditures to diseases as desired. For instance, the Regulatory Impact
Analysis for Particulates (Manuel 1982) allocated total medical expenditures on
all diseases acute and chronic respiratory diseases. These expenditures were
further broken down geographically. In contrast, the latter approach estimates
medical costs from knowledge of the price and frequency of use of medical
services. The latter is often estimated from national surveys, as well.
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Work, productivity, and leisure losses can be valued with data on the
probability (or frequency) that a disease or symptom will result in such losses;
and data are on the value of a unit loss. For example, a work-loss-day is usually
valued at the daily-wage rate, under the assumption that workers are paid their
marginal product. This assumption only holds under pure competition and may
be difficult to estimate accurately in many markets. In addition, the value of
work losses by homemakers, students, the elderly, volunteer workers, the
unemployed, and others must be estimated. Problems in valuation are
compounded when values are sought for productivity and leisure time losses.
Productivity losses involve situations where workers are too sick to work at full
capacity, but not sick enough to stay at home. Defining a measure of capacity
utilization for labor is a complex issue. The valuation of leisure time also
involves exceedingly difficult and currently unresolved questions about the value
of inframarginal time. Marginal leisure time, where employees have some
control over their number of hours worked, can be reasonably valued at the
wage rate. Because workers can nearly always work as long as they want (for
non-overtime pay), but not for a period shorter than some minimum,,the value
of marginal leisure time in this more realistic case is probably more than the
wage rate.

3.2 CONTINGENT VALUATION

The contingent valuation approach is often applied by asking people how
much they would be willing to pay for reductions in health effects. This
approach may be the only approach for estimating values for pain and suffering.
In addition, in principle, it can capture the WTP of an individual for health
improvements in the general public. However, it may leave out certain costs to
society not incurred by the ill individual, such as medical costs paid by health
insurance. In CV studies it is always problematical to be sure that budget
constraints are being invoked and that averting and mitigating behaviors are
being taken into account by respondents.

3.3 AVERTING BEHAVIOR

The averting behavior approach requires estimating a "health production
function," relating health to actions taken to improve it. If one buys bottled
water to avoid ingesting carcinogens, the value of this purchase is at least equal
to the WTP to avoid the risk of cancer. This approach is problematical because
the averting behavior that one needs to estimate is generally not the observed
behavior; rather it is the behavior that would return health to its original state.
In addition, averting behaviors often have joint benefits. For instance, air
conditioners convey benefits beyond reducing health effects. Allocating all the
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costs of running an air conditioner to .. .... .. ... . . .... ........ .. . . .... ... .. 1 X : .
health benefits would produce an .......b :h . ........ ...w� g�� e. alot: .....
overestimate of WTP. However, .. . .........

there is still considerable debate in .... .. ... ... .. .. .. .. ...... ... ....
rng�a�s�:�:J ealthe economics profession over ....... ....

....... ...... .. ......

... . ..... ... ..... . . . . ........... ... ......... . ........ . ..... ..
............whether an estimate of WTP using PTO. �10n... ... .... .. ........ . .... ... ...... .. . .... . .. . .......... . ....... ..... . . ...... .. ... . .. . ... ......... .... .. .the averting behavior approach under M heal i -actions:........ . .. ... .... . ......

or overestimates true WTP (Bartik). aken �4 ro
. ........ . . . ........ . . ..... .. .. ..... ... . ... . . .....

For estimation of benefits to

reducing risks of chronic illness, there are some additional approaches being
used. Magat, Viscusi, and Huber 1991) developed a contingent ranking survey
approach installed on a personal computer. The respondent is led through a
series of choices involving tradeoffs between risks of developing a chronic

disease and another "commodity," either risk of dying in an auto accident or an

increase in the cost of living. WTP for lowered risk of developing chronic

disease can be determined directly using the responses to the tradeoffs involving
the cost of living and indirectly by assigning a value to a statistical death using
the tradeoffs involving risk of death in an auto accident.

When applying the cost of illness approach to chronic illness, a

distinction is made between an estimate based on prevalence and one based on

incidence. The prevalence-based approach involves estimating the yearly cost

per person of having a disease. One can simply stop at this point for an annual
disease cost or obtain an estimate of the lifetime cost of the disease by
multiplying the annual cost by the number of years one has the disease (on
average) and applying the appropriate discount factor.

The incidence approach is superior because it examines cost over the life

cycle of the disease [either from actual data for individuals or from "disease

and treatment profiles" developed by physicians and costed out (Abt,

Forthcoming)]. If these costs occur unevenly over time, the present discounted
value of the time-stream of these -expenses is likely to be quite different than
that obtained from the prevalence approach. Unevenness is likely to be a feature
of many types of chronic illness. For instance, large medical expenses may
occur (on average) in the diagnostic phase and near the end of the life cycle

with very low expenditures otherwise.

4. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

Table summarizes 35 studies addressing the valuation of reductions in
various measures of morbidity. These measures include acute health effects,
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such as symptoms, restricted activity days, and asthma attacks (both original
and derivative studies); chronic diseases associated with pollution, such as
cancer, respiratory diseases, heart disease, and IQ loss from lead. exposure; and
injuries from auto and on-the-job accidents. One study is included because it
estimates altruistic values. Unfortunately, the endpoint being valued is of little
importance to fuel cycles -- poisoning prevention. There are no.surveys of the
literature that address as broad a set of morbidity measures as is listed here,
although Cropper and Freeman 1990) examine some of these measures.

Unlike the mortality studies, some of the estimates presented in.the table
are not complete measures of WTP, capturing only life cycle medical costs or
labor market effects, for example. Studies that present values easily obtainable
for the reference environment, for example, those valuing only doctor visits,
hospital visits, or work loss, are ignored in the table and this review. These
values are easily obtainable for the area in question.

Just two studies using the hedonic property value method are included
in the table. This approach, because it short-circuits dose-response functions and
yields values that combine all environmental effects of pollution into the implicit
valuation measure, is given less emphasis in this project. Smith and Huang's
working paper that provides a review and meta-analysis of these studies 1991)
is reviewed in the following paragraphs and included in Table 

Each study is described by nine characteristics: author and year, city and
region sampled, estimation approach, effect being valued, payment vehicle (if
CV study), sample size, baseline condition, scenario, and valuation result. In the
following sections, the categories of studies are briefly reviewed. End notes
complement the tabular entries.

4.1 ACUTE EFFECTS

Both the CV approach and the Cls approach have been used with some
success to value acute respiratory symptoms and asthma attacks. Acute illness
may be the easiest morbidity effect to value because of its frequent occurrence.
For example, people are familiar with the good being valued and questions on
its valuation need not be phrased to incorporate risks (as they should be where
developing chronic disease or dying prematurely is at issue). Rather, one can
straightforwardly ask for WTP for a reduction in a day of symptoms. Three CV
studies (Loehman et al., Tolley et al., and Dickie et al.) have estimated values
for respiratory symptom days, with average estimates ranging from $1 to 36
(1989 dollars) and more, on average, depending on the symptom, its severity,
and whether it appears as a complex of symptoms.



Table 1. Key features of valuation of morbidity studies tZ
CD
�3
CD

Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation --,I

Year Region Approach Being Valued Vehicle Size Condition (1989S's) W

ACUTE EFFECTS

Rowe Glendora, Resource Cost - Asthma attack NA 64 adults 74 attacks per Cost of preventing Mean value:

Chestnut (1985)' California (Medical costs, year I attack $7.45/attack/person/year 0
CD

drugs) P.

Contingent Asthma attack Increased 82 asthmatics Number of Reducing number Mean value: $508 for
W

valuation: WTP taxes (65 used) attacks of attacks by one- 50% reduction in attacks;

experienced each half $30/attack-day LB=$ I;
0

year UB=$49 �-t

tz�
Krupnick United States Resource cost Asthma attack NA NA Present number Cost of preventing Given attack rates of CD

(1988)' (medical costs) of attacks per I more attack 55.8 P
year: 99 $1.54-$43.08 per �31

attack/person; best est.:
$28.94

Loehman et al. Tampa Bay Contingent Respiratory Payment 404 of 1800 Respondent's Cost of avoiding 1, For single day median
(1979)' Area valuation WTP symptoms: mild card in mail survey present number 7, and 90 days of value: ($/person/day)

& severe; 1 7 of symptoms per symptoms Minor cough: $5;

90 days year Severe cough: 13

Tolley et al. Chicago Contingent .,Light" From family 199 Respondent's Cost of avoiding I I-day "light" symptom

(1986)d Denver valuation: symptoms budget household memory of last or 30 days of survey; median: 13

mitigation heads year's health "light" symptoms cough; combo of

evoked; bid from coughs- described in detail congestion, sinus, cough;

start point of day/yr--7.65 $36.40

$100

Chicago Contingent Mild and severe From family 199 4 baseline: Avoiding I day of Mean WTP to avoid:

Denver valuation: angina budget household 10 mild days angina given I mild day: 97

mitigation heads I 0 severe days baselines at left I severe day: 167

evoked; bid from 20 mild days I mild day: 114

start point of 20 severe days I severe day: 241

$100
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Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Being Valued Vehicle Size Condition (1989S's)

Dickie et al. Glendora Contingent Respiratory Payment 229 adults; Present condition Avoiding symptom Mean value:
(1986a)' Burbank, valuation symptoms card non-smoke; ($/person/day) cough:

California mostly males $161 normal group)
cough: 236 (impaired

group)

Averting Symptoms NA 229 adults Present condition Avoiding symptom Mean value:
behavior: price (S/person/day) cough:
of averting $3.0 (normal group)
good/good's cough: 90 (impaired
marg. prod. of group)
avoiding symp.

Dickie et al. Not reported Averting MRRAD NA Not reported Present number Avoiding 12.12 Mean WTP to avoid one
(1986b)' behavior: price of MRRADs MRRADs by home MRRAD: UB=$40; Best

of averting AC; 42 MRRADs estimate423 $34
good/good's by automobile AC
marg. prod. of
avoiding symp.

Dickie et al. Glendora Contingent Symptoms Not 221 residents Previous Avoiding one day Mean value:
(1987)9 Burbank, valuation: revise reported in phone occasion of this'symptorn ($/person/day)

California daily bids when survey respondent cough:
presented as experienced Initial Bid: 401; CD
WTP for month symptoms Revised Bid: $1.58 �3

CD
1_�

Krupnick NA Use symptom MRRADs NA NA NA One MRRAD ($/person/day): 18.65; W
(198g)h day results (LB=$11.90; 0

UB=S36.40)

Chestnut et al. Los Angeles, Medical costs; lHD and angina Not 50 men with IHD case/year Medical: 4,741
(1988Y California wages lost; specified; IHD I episode per Angina episode Wages: 10,043

defensive phone week WTP- 42 Amil defnsv CD
expenditures exp: 2,255 for each of

21 subjects 0
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Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Valuation CD
Year Region t Approach I Being Valued Vehicle Size Condition (1989$'s)

ACUTE: DERWATIVE

0Krupnick NA Attempt to Acute symptom NA NA NA One symptom day ($/person/day)
(1988Y choose most effects avoided cough: 395 best est.;

defensible (LB=$1.38, UB=$12.44) CD

estimates from
above symp. CD

studies

Krupnick 1988) NA Same Asthma day NA NA NA One day ($/person/day)

best value: 30;

(LB=$I 1; UB=$49)

Krupnick & NA Author's best Symptoms, NA NA NA One day Best value:

Kopp (1988)k judgement MRRADs, ($/person/day)

asthma day any symptom day: 6;

(LB=$3; UB=$12)

MRRAD: 22;

(LB=$13; UB=$36)

asthma attack: 30;

(L)3=$l 1; UB=$49)

Hall et al. NA Adjusts value in Acute health NA NA NA Value of multiple WTP for preventing N

(1989)1 lit by concave effects days of symptom attacks equals N'xWTP

function of# of reduction for preventing I attack

symptom days (i.e. average WTP for

avoided per preventing N attacks =

person N`xWTP for preventing

I attack)

NERA 1990) South Coast Use Kulmick MRADs, asthma NA Not NA Cost of preventing See Krupnick and Kopp

Air Basin and Kopp attack, any reported I more MRAD, RAD: daily wage

symptom asthma attack, or

symptom day

RER 1990) NA Use Krulmick Symptoms, NA NA NA NA Authors cite Krupnick

and Kopp MRADs, asthma (1986), Brucato et al.

(forthcoming), Rowe et \10

al. 1986)
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Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Being Valued Vehicle Size Condition (1989$'s)

CD
Rowe et a Califomia Literature Symptoms, hosp RAD: daily wage
(1985) admis, ER visits

EPA 1989) 31 Eastern Rely on Acute chronic NA NA NA NA Benefit from reduction in
(RIA) States Mathtech Model morbidity TSP (annual)

(1982) for TSP $3.83/person/gg/m'

EPA 1990) Varies Literature Asthma Asthma symp�> $0-$50
Mortality VSL �> $3 mill.
Resp symp symptom day�> Krupnick & Kopp

CHRONIC DISEASE: MEDICAL AND LABOR MARKET COSTS

Cooper Rice United States Medical cost of Considers 16 NA Survey of NA Total direct medical Medical costs/person/yr
(1976) illness disease healthcare costs, and Circ dis: 525

categories providers in productivity losses Resp dis: 280
Productivity 1972 Productvty loss/pers/yr tZCD
losses from Circ dis: 310 �3

CD
illness Resp dis; 335 M

W
Hartunian United States Medical cost of Cancer, stroke, NA NA NA Average total cost Medical life cycle cost:
(1981) illness; incidence coronary heart per incident Resp cancer 22,200

based; life cycle disease, vehicle Stroke: $20,550
injuries Heart -disease:

Angina: $3,120
Heart aack: 12,970 CD

Ave hrt dis: 8730
Vehicle accidents:
$14,400 (all 6 disc.
rt)
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Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation CD
Year Region Approach Being Valued Vehicle Size Condition (1989ss) �:sCD

Krupnick & United States Medical and Chronic heart NA Varies NA Total medical costs Mean medical
Cropper (1989)m labor market and lung disease depending on (not social costs) cost/case/yr

costs from symptom' per case Heart attack: $2,570
individual data; Bronchitis: $198 CD
hedonic wag est.; Emphysema: $1,29 CL
NMCES data; Hypertension: $442
some life cycle Medical life cycle costs CD
costs Heart disease: 19,226

Emphysema: $6,598
(5% discount rate)
Annual lost earnings if
working at age 55-65 oil
Heart attack: 12,746
Emphysema: 14,474

NHLBI (1982)' United States Medical costs Various chronic NA NA NA Total medical costs Mean medical
illnesses per case cost/case/yr:

Bronchitis: 241
Emphysema: 209

Freeman et al. United States Medical costs Emphysema NA NA NA Total medical costs Mean medical
(1976)P per ase cost/case/yr:

Emphysema: 479

Oster et al. United States Life cycle Emphysema NA NA NA Total lifetime costs Life cycle cost for
(I 984)q medical costs emphysema: 8561

EPA 1985) United States Ad hoc Lead exposure NA NA NA Cost per case above Medical costs and
24 gg/dL compensatory educ:

$6,461/case; hypertension
cost: 284 per case/year

CDC 1991) United States Ad hoc Lead exposure NA NA NA Cost per case above Medical costs and
24 gg/dL compensatory educ:

$4,631/case;
Cost per I gg/dL IQ earnings:'

$1,147/gg/ml
Infant death using
VSL=$3 mill.:

I $300/gg/ml
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Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Being Valued Vehicle Size Condition (1989s's)

CHRONIC: WTP

Viscusi, Magat, Greensboro, Contingent Chronic Computer 111-254 55-75/100,000 Lower risk for Value of a stat case:
& Huber 1991) North ranking in choice bronchitis game shoppers from chronic disease higher COL or high mean: 930,000;

Carolina of cities with CB mail risk risk of premature median: 460,000.
risk tradeoffs death VSC bronc to VSL ratio:

mean: 062-0.68;
median: 027-0.32

Krupnick & Washington, Contingent Chronic Computer 70-77 adults 55-75/100,000 Lower risk for Median value/stat case
Cropper 1992)' DC Metro ranking in choice bronchitis and game-same with relatives chronic disease higher COL or high (using VMH model)

Area of cities with other chronic as above with resp. risk risk of premature VMH: $0.46 mil;
chronic disease respiratory disease death This study: 106 mil;
risk tradcoffs diseases VSC bronc to VSL ratio;

0.31-0.39, in comparable
terms

Viscusi, Magat Greensboro, Contingent Non-fatal Not given 785 adults 15 poisonings/ Reduction to Mean private value:
& Forrest 1988) North valuation poisonings 10,000 bottles of 10/10,000 and to $2,180-$3,870/statistical

Carolina insect spray used zero/10,000 case; with altruism:
$14,300- tZ

CD
$24,400/statistical case �:$

CD

04)

NON-FATAL INJURY 1�1

Rossman, Miller United States Descriptive Medical costs of NA NA Life cycle cost per e.g.: medical costs for
& Pindus 1990) statistics spinal injuries; case upper extremity 19,000 CD

motor vehicle (4% disc rate). Also, has
occupational legal fees, pain and
injuries by body suffering, legal costs, 0
part work loss HH production

loss, travel delay,
employer costs.
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Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Being Valued Vehicle Size Condition (1989$'s) CD

INDIRECT VALUATION
0

Loehinan San Contingent Specifics not Not reported Not reported Not reported WTP for reductions WTP for health 12 of �_t
(1979)' Francisco valuation provided in ar pollution total for educing air

pollution

Brookshire Los Angeles Contingent Chronic acute Not reported Not reported Not reported WTP for reductions Health effects 23 of total CD
(1979) valuation health effects in air pollution WTP for change in air C:L

pollution �11
0

Schecter & Kim Haifa, Indirect welfare 50% air quality city 2000 hseholds Perceived 50% improvement WTP ($/household/hr)
(I 99 1) Israel estimation improvement property pollution levels in AQ Mod-good (N-750).

taxes Mean: 25, Med: 19; 1<
Contingent 50% air quality Subset of "Moderate" and Change to "good" Poor-->mod (N=192):
valuation improvement City same 2000 "poor" air quality and "moderate" AQ Mean: 32, Med: 27

property hseholds
taxes

Schecter 1991) Haifa, Contingent 50% air quality City 3,500 Perceived 50% improvement WTP ($/household/hr)
Israel valuation improvement property lischolds pollution levels in AQ Open-ended bid: 25,

taxes (81% Iterative bid,
participation first: $17,

revised: 45;
Binary choice: 47

Physician Acute/visibility 50% change in air ($/household/yr)
demand NA 954 quality Preference model: 7;

households Health production: 60;
Cost of illness: 123

Gerking & St. Louis, Compen vari Ozone reduction Not given 824 employed Existing ozone 30% reduction in WTP/person/yr:
Stanley 1986) Missouri derived from indiv. level (mean = 19 mean ozone $21.26 - 28.21

health-oriented ppb?)
choice model

Dickle & Glendura, & Medical care Ozone reduction NA Glendum 4 days with 0 > WTP for no days Glen: $171-209/pers/yr
Gerking 1991) Burbank, demand 151 indiv. 120 ppb w/0 > 120 ppb Burb: $ 95-115/RSEa�JE

California Burbank: Glendura: 117 reduced medical Glen: 46-1 00/pers/yr
75 indiv. Burbank: 87 cost of 0, redu Burg: 25- 58/pers/yr

WTP to med-cost ratio:
2:1 - 41
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Author/ city/ Estimation Effect Payment Sample Baseline Scenario Valuation
Year Region Approach Being Valued I Vehicle Size Condition (1989$'S)

a. Estimates WTP as function of number bad days reduced. Marginal valuation falls.
b. RFF did not directly study a group of asthmatics. Instead, the authors used existing data from secondary sources and certain assumptions to arrive at a range for marginal resource

cost for a given person per asthma attack. For assumptions see Krupnick and Kopp, 1988.
c. The types of respiratory symptoms include shortness of breath, coughing and sneezing, and head congestion, including eye and throat irritation. WTP found to increase at decreasing

rate with number of symptom days avoided, and increase with income and baseline illness days. Females bid more than males. Mean bids were exceedingly large because of
outliers, e.g.,

d. Light symptoms include coughing, sinus congestion, throat congestion, watery eyes, headaches, drowsiness, and nausea, plus various combinations ofsymptoms. WTP to avoid a
marginal day of illness was found to increase with baseline days ill. No socioeconomic variables were significant. Variations in WTP as a function ofnumber ofdays avoided were
not examined. A number of participants offered WTP of zero for unmitigated headaches.

e. Persons with chronic respiratory dsease made up approximately 30% of the sample size. Types of respiratory symptoms included: being unable to breathe, experiencing pain on
deep inhalation, being out of breath easily, wheezing, having a tight chest, coughing, having chronic throat irritation, having sinus pain, and experiencing severe headaches. 'Me
analysis the authors conducted was on normal, impaired and combined samples. Median values for avoiding symptoms were not reported by Dickie.

f. The impaired group, which accounted for 30% of respondents, consisted of respondents with asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, or other chronic respiratory diseases.
g. WTP regressions "not particularly strong" according to the study's authors. Bid revision procedure is problematic. For cough avoidance, the median initial bid was 1.13 and the

median revised bid was $0. Respiratory symptoms included: being unable to breathe deeply, experiencing PDI, having shortness of breathe, wheezing, having atight chest,
coughing, experiencing throat irritation, having sinus pain, and having a headache. Tbe results are presented only for one of the many respiratory diseases examined, namely sinus
pain. Note: not everyone in the sample valued each of the symptoms.

h. Loehman lowest median severe symptom is LB; highest median symptom is best; Tolley 3-symptom combo trimmed mean for UB.
i. No statistical relationship between medical/wage costs and number of angina episodes. 20% non-responders to CV.
j. Krupnick et al. (I988) reviewed the following studies to estimate the health endpoints: Rowe and Chestnut 1985), Loehman et al. 1979), Tolley et al. 1986), and Dickie et al.

(1986a, b; 1987).
k. The authors attempt to standardize the valuation of a symptom day for coughing, shortness of breath, chest tightness, eye irritation (combined into one category); a minor respiratory tZ

related restricted activity day; and an asthma attack. CD
1. Hall et al. develop a WTP function for the reduction of multiple symptom days (WTP = WTP, x N") using data from Loehman et al.; Rowe and Chestnut; and Dickie. CD

m. Values are eported for only sme of the several ChMrfi, diseases ncluded in the study. 5% discount Tate, white males for life cycle costs.
n. The number of individuals included in the estimates of medical costs varies by the condition. The total sample to estimate medical costs consists of 4,789 individuals who suffered

an episode of illness.
o� Comparable annual medical costs from Kupnick and Cropper are 61 for chronic bronchitis and 649 for emphysema.
p. -This figure is based on the 1970 prevalence of emphysema. rL

q. This life cycle estimate is for all ages and both sexes combined, discounted at 3.
T. Uses results from a wide variety of statistical studies linking IQ to wage rates and labor force participation. Infant death valuation based on VSL of$3 million (see text). CD

s. This is the implicit dollar value per statistical case of chronic bronchitis, analogous to a value of a statistical life. From contingent ranking of cities with auto death-chronic CL

bronchitis tradeoffs, ratio of mean VSC chronic bronchitis to VSL is: 67-.8; median: 27-A. 40t. Krupnick and Cropper find that those with relatives ho have chronic respiratory disease are WTP significantly more to reduce their risks of getting the disease. Significant
variables: "women", "have children", and "non-smoker" pay ore.

u. This study is a replication of Brookshire et al. 1979).
v. No specifies were provided on the health impacts of a 30% reduction in mean ozone.
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All of these studies have significant drawbacks, mainly related to their
age the CV studies were performed before many of the most important
advances in CV methodologies. At the same time, they offer quite consistent
ranges of estimates for WTP to avoid a particular type of symptom.

One problem in the use of these studies to estimate population benefits
is that most studies simply multiply the total number of symptom-day reductions
by the relevant unit values to obtain benefits. This may be incorrect if one
assumes (with some empirical justification) that marginal valuations decline with
additional days illness reduced. Hall et al. 1989) pool the WTP estimates from
asthmatics in the Rowe and Chestnut study and for respiratory symptom
reductions from the Loehman study to estimate WTP as a function of days sick.
This function is WTPN = WTPI * N-0-', where WTP, is the WTP for avoiding
one symptom day, WTPN is the average WTP for each of N days avoided, and
N is the total number of days avoided. Using this equation, a person who would
pay $1 to avoid a cough-day would be willing to pay 4 to avoid 16
cough-days, or an average of 0.25 per cough-day.

Several caveats are in order, however. The distribution of symptom-
days for each person cannot be estimated from the data but must be determined
by dividing total estimated days reduction by population. Second, the studies
finding declining marginal WTP are unclear about whether these days of
reductions are to be experienced continuously or spaced over I year. WTP
responses would likely be quite sensitive to this spacing. Thirdly, outside of the
Los Angeles area, and for small enough changes in ambient air quality, N may
be less than 1.0, which would mean that the Hall et al. procedure would raise
WTP above that obtained when N is assumed to equal .0. Is this reasonable,
since no one actually experiences half a symptom-day? Finally, the estimated
decline in marginal WTP is sensitive to assumed functional form, but there is
too little information in the literature to estimate such functions confidently.

Other acute effects that have been valued include angina and minor
restricted activity days (RAD). Numerous authors have applied ad hoc
approaches to valuing various types of restricted activity days. Rowe et al.
(1985) followed standard practice in assigning the average daily wage (before
taxes to reflect lost value to the economy) to a RAD. Minor restricted activity
days (MRADs) in this study were arbitrarily valued at one-fourth of a RAD.
Krupnick 1987) assumed that the restriction in activity occurs because of
symptoms experienced by the ill person, therefore valuing minor respiratory
restricted activity days (MRRADs) using severe symptom values ($36.40 in
1989$). Hall et al. 1989) valued a RAD for workers at the daily wage and a
RAD for nonworkers at the mid-point of an MRAD. MRADs were valued
using similar logic and to similar conclusions as that of Krupnick 1987).
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The only study that attempted to value an MRRAD in a non-ad hoe
manner is by Dickie et al. (1986b),' and even here, this measure had to be
fabricated from other information. By relating the cost of installation of a home
air conditioner to reductions in MRRADs, Dickie et al. find that the value of an
MRRAD is $40-an estimate quite close to the "high" consensus estimate of the
EPA's Ozone Benefits Work Group and used by Krupnick 1986) ($36.40).
Given all of the problems with both estimates, this must be regarded as purely
a coincidence.

Broader measures of RADs have been valued. Numerous studies have
estimated values of an MRAD (median equals 22.50 in 1989 dollars) to arrive
at low, medium, and high estimates of a respiratory restricted activity day
(RRAD): 28, 45, and 73, respectively. Based on data showing that a RAD
includes bed disability days, work-loss-days, and other RADs, RCG/Hagler,
Bailly 1988) produced a best estimate of a RAD of $51 1989 dollars).

4.2 STUDIES VALUING CHRONIC ILLNESS

There are three types of studies valuing chronic illness. The most
prevalent are COI studies that look at the average annual medical costs
associated with a given disease. Generally, these studies rely on aggregate
statistics on costs and disaggregate to various specific diseases, although some
studies attempt to characterize the medical interventions associated with a case
of chronic disease, valuing each intervention and summing. A smaller literature
attempts to estimate the medical costs associated with a given disease from its
start to its cure or the person's death, where these costs are called life cycle
costs.

A second set of literature contains studies estimating the effects of
chronic illness on labor force participation and earnings. These costs can be
added to medical costs for a partial estimate of WTP.

Finally, two studies use CV techniques to estimate WTP for reductions
in the risk of getting chronic respiratory disease. These studies are analogous
to contingent valuation studies addressing mortality risks.

2An MRRAD was defined as the absence of a respiratory bed disability day (RBDD) or a respiratory
work loss day (RWLD) along with reduced effort in usual or planned activities.
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4.3 MEDICAL AND LABOR MARKET COSTS-ANNUAL
AND LIFE CYCLE

A recent study of medical and labor market costs is by Krupnick and
Cropper. Krupnick and Cropper 1990) measured the medical and labor market
costs of chronic heart and lung disease. These cost estimates are based on two
national surveys of individual medical and labor market histories - the National
Medical Care Expenditure Survey and the Social Security Survey of Disabled
and Non-Disabled Adults. Medical costs include the costs of medication,
doctors' visits, and hospitalization. Labor market costs include the lost earnings
of people who stop working due to their disease and the reduced earnings of
people who continue to work but cut back their hours or switch jobs.

The major finding in the study is that the costs of chronic illness vary
greatly from one disease to another. Of the five diseases examined -
hypertension, ischeinic heart disease (IHD) (heart attack), other (nonspecific)
heart disease, emphysema, and chronic bronchitis - medical expenses incurred
from heart diseases dwarf those for some of the other diseases. For instance,
expenses resulting from heart attacks (at 2,570 per person per annum. in 1989
dollars) are almost 13 times higher than those from chronic bronchitis (at 198),
but only twice as large as those from emphysema (at 1,295). Hypertension has
no labor market effects and average annual medical expenses of only 442 per
case. Of the five chronic heart and five chronic lung diseases studied, only six
of the ten decrease the probability of working - emphysema, heart attack, and
stroke being the most important, followed by chronic bronchitis, arteriosclerosis,
and other heart disease. Emphysema, heart attack, and stroke cause the largest
annual earnings losses; however, the time pattern of losses is very different for
the three diseases. Losses due to a heart attack are largest in the years
following the attack (equal to 55% of earnings, on average) and then decline.
Losses associated with emphysema do not begin until a person has had the
disease at least 6 years and then, up to age 55, equal 73% of earnings. By
contrast, asthma, allergies, and hypertension appear to have no effects on
earnings.

Kxupnick and Cropper also estimated life cycle medical costs of
emphysema and heart disease in white males by age cohort and for all ages and
compared some of these estimates with other estimates in the literature. Using
a 5% discount rate, lifetime costs of emphysema are largest for the 65-74
cohort, at 12,078. and, curiously, smallest for the 55-64 cohort, at 6,159.
Average lifetime costs over all cohorts are 7,636. These estimates are all in
1989 dollars.

The present discounted value of lifetime cost estimates for 1HD shows
that estimated costs decrease noticeably as age increases. The highest lifetime
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cost is for the 15-24 age group with an estimated cost of $51,888. The
weighted average lifetime cost for all ages is 19,226.

Three additional studies provide cost estimates for respiratory diseases
examined by Krupnick and Cropper. NHLBI 1982) estimate annual costs of
chronic bronchitis and emphysema using a "top-down" approach while Freeman
et al. 1976) use an engineering approach with aggregate data to estimate annual
costs of emphysema. The third study, Oster et al. 1984), estimates life cycle
costs for emphysema. Hartunian et al. 1981) estimates life cycle costs for heart
disease.

The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute publishes estimates of the
costs of specific chronic illnesses. These estimates are computed using a
"top-down" approach (i.e., where the data manipulation begins with aggregate
cost data, in this case, for me ica services) rather than t e micro-data approach
used by Kxupnick and Cropper. The annual medical expenses per case in 1977
were 241 and 209 for chronic bronchitis and emphysema, respectively 1989
dollars). These estimates contrast sharply with those of Krupnick and Cropper,
who estimated costs per case of 198 and 1,295 for chronic bronchitis and
emphysema, respectively. These differences are partly related to different
estimates of prevalence. The Krupnick and Cropper estimate excludes
individuals with zero medical costs, while the NHLBI estimates include them.
Making various adjustments to make the former comparable to the latter yields
an annual cost per case for chronic bronchitis and emphysema of 61 and 649,
respectively for Krupnick and Cropper. These adjustments widen the gap
between estimates for chronic bronchitis costs but lower the gap for emphysema.

Another estimate of the annual medical costs of emphysema is available
from Freeman et al. 1976). Using data on health care utilization and average
prices for 1970, they estimate costs to be 479 per case annually. These
estimates are far lower than those of the NHLBI, and still lower than Krupnick
and Cropper's conditional estimate ($1,295).

Oster et al. estimate life cycle costs of emphysema. They estimate that
the life cycle cost for all ages and both sexes combined, discounted at 3 is
$8,561, in 1980 dollars. The comparable estimate from Krupnick and Cropper
is 8,136 per person for white males.

Hartunian et al., estimate direct costs of coronary heart disease from the
data obtained by the Framingham Heart Study 1974). The Krupnick and
Cropper estimate of 17,183 for all IHD is close to Hartunian et al.'s for MI,
$14,451, and Cl, 17,395. However, there is a wide disparity between the
estimates for angina pectoris uncomplicated (APU), with Hartunian's lower
estimate for angina ($2,833) bringing down the weighted average cost for all
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1HD to 10,395. Note also that although both studies show declining lifetime
cost s as age of onset increases, the Hartunian et al. decline is much "flatter" than
Krupnick and Cropper's.

4.4 REDUCTION IN RISKS OF CHRONIC DISEASE

Both Magat, Viscusi, and Huber (MVH) 1991) and Krupnick and
Cropper 1992) value reductions in the risks of chronic respiratory disease (the
value of a statistical case - VSQ using a contingent behavior and contingent
valuation survey. People were asked to choose between living in one of two
cities identical in all respects, except the risk of developing chronic disease and
either (in separate questions) the risk of dying in an auto accident or the cost of
living (a money measure). With an interactive computer program driving their
choices to a point of indifference between the cities, the VSC for the risk-risk
trade was converted to dollars using the above-wage-risk literature, and the VSC
for the risk-cost-of-living trade was obtained directly. The studies find VSCs
less than the range of VSLs, with Krupnick and Cropper's best estimate of 1
million, obtained from a sample of people who, while themselves being healthy,
each had relatives with chronic respiratory disease. Hence, they were familiar
(to varying degrees) with the complex consequences of this disease. From a
sample of people obtained in a shopping mall, MVH found mean VSC's similar
to Krupnick and Cropper, although unfamiliarity with the disease in MVH's
subjects related to significantly lower WTP from the trade off involving chronic
disease risk and the cost-of-living.

4.5 LEAD BENEFITS

EPA 1985) estimated the benefits from reductions in blood lead levels,
covering medical costs for chelation therapy and compensatory education in
children, medical costs associated with hypertension, and foregone earnings
estimates associated with myocardial infarction and stroke. Medical costs plus
compensatory education costs were estimated to be 1,120 and 5,340 per child,
respectively, in 1989 dollars, but only for a fraction of children (5% and 20%,
respectively) with blood lead levels above 24 /ig/dL. Compensatory education
costs, which are estimated to occur over several years, are discounted to the
present. For our study, this threshold would imply that only costs associated
with children crossing the threshold because of the lead emissions of the
incremental plant will count as incremental damages, An alternative assumption
is that the probability of needing chelation therapy and of needing more
extensive education is raised for those with baseline blood lead levels exceeding
24 pg/dL.
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A more recent analysis (CDC 1991) focused strictly on the benefits of
preventing lead exposure to children and fetuses, but included (in addition to
medical costs and compensatory education), losses in lifetime earnings and
reduced neonatal mortality. Medical costs and compensatory education were
estimated for the average case to be 1,300 and 3,331, respectively, per child
with blood lead exceeding 24 g/dL, in 1989 dollars. The medical costs are
updated from the aforementioned EPA study. A % discount rate is used to
estimate compensatory education costs in years 2 and 3 of the 3-year program.

IQ effects on earnings and neonatal mortality effects show no threshold,
with damages of 1,147 per Ag/dL increase per child and neonatal mortality
damages of 300 per g/dL per child, in 1989 dollars. Earnings effects consider
both changes in the probability of labor force participation and effects on the
wage rate. From Griliches 1977), the wage rate is assumed to fall 0.5% for a
one point decrease in IQ. Using ad hoe methods, years of schooling is found
to fall by 0131 years per IQ point, with an independent effect on the wage rate
of 0.8%. A one point IQ drop is estimated to reduce the probability of
graduating high school by 45% (Needleman 1990) with those failing to graduate
having participation rates 10.5% lower than those who do (Cropper and
Krupnick 1990). To compute earnings effects, real wages are assumed to
increase at 1% per year, and lost productivity of nonworkers is taken to be half
that of workers. Using Bureau of the Census earnings profiles for 1987, the
earnings loss discounted to age three is as previously mentioned.

Increased risks of neonatal mortality are estimated from a study linking
a pregnant woman's blood lead level to gestational age and another study
linking gestational age to infant mortality. The damage associated with a
I g/dL increase in blood lead level is found using a 3 million estimate for a
VSL.

RCG/Hagler, Bailly 1991) recently produced estimates of marginal
health damages to children from exposure to lead produced by an incremental
power plant and other lead sources. The analysis pairs estimates of lead
emissions to the ISCLT atmospheric dispersion model (EPA 1986) to estimate
worst case and annual incremental maximum airborne lead concentrations,
estimates soil deposition for from I to 40 years; uses EPA's biokinetic uptake
model to estimate the proportion of children with blood lead levels above
various thresholds, and uses values for medical costs, compensatory education,
and IQ loss to estimate damages.

Medical costs and education costs ($291 annually through age 7 in 1989
dollars) are estimated only for children with blood lead between 10 and 24
tig/dL, in contrast to CDC's much larger estimates, which are only for children
with blood lead levels of 25 tig/dL or more and for years 2 and 3 of the child.
RCG/Hagler, Bailly's analysis relies on expert judgement to link blood lead
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levels to IQ loss to dollar losses for children with blood lead between 10 and 24
tig/dL, while CDC uses a wide variety of studies to estimate each step in the
chain from IQ loss to earnings loss. While RCG/Hagler, Bailly uses abiokinetic
model to track blood lead changes rather than EPA's aggregate model, the
former is sensitive to a host of assumptions. The aggregate model is more
appropriate for this project. As RCG/Hagler, Bailly includes both compensatory
education costs and earnings losses from IQ loss, there is a possibility of
double-counting damages.

The worst case analysis yielded damage estimates for a change in lead
emissions from a 00 MW coal-fired power plant placed in an area of 682,000
people of 2.18 x 10-8/kWh.

4.6 ALTRUISTIC MORBIDITY VALUES

Altruistic values for reducing non-fatal risks of poisonings caused by
insecticide handling were obtained in a CV study of 785 individuals in
Greensboro, North Carolina by Viscusi, Magat, and Forrest 1988). Average
values of a statistical case avoided ranged between 2,180 and 3,870 for a
scenario involving risks reduced 5110,000 by a new, safer product compared to
a hypothetical product presented. WTP was elicited for an advertising campaign
in North Carolina and in the United States that would result in the same risk
reductions 2,000 statistical cases in North Carolina) through improved handling
of insecticides. When aggregated across the population of North Carolina, the
value of a statistical case avoided ($14,300-$24,400) was over five times that
obtained through private risk valuations. A similar result held for the U.S.
campaign, although respondents were not willing to pay for a campaign that
would only benefit residents of another State, for example, Georgia.

Caution in using this study is urged due to (1) the relatively
unsophisticated nature of the study's survey design, 2 the possibility that
private valuations are spilling over into the altruism responses, and 3 its
failure to probe the deeper issue of whether respondents would change their
"altruistic" bids upon learning how high their value per case was relative to a
value obtained through private risk reductions. The authors urge caution for any
use of this study outside of the commodities it examined.

4.7 STUDIES VALUING INJURIES

There are two approaches taken in the literature for estimating the WTP
for avoiding non-fatal injuries, where the purview of these studies is injuries on
the job resulting in at least one lost work. day (WLD). One approach,
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exemplified by Pindus, Miller and Douglass (I 99 1), may be termed a bottom-up
approach, as it seeks to identify the damage associated with an injury on a
component by component basis, e.g., medical costs, work loss days, household
productivity loss. The second approach is an hedonic wage approach, where
variation in injury rates across types of jobs and industry classes and other
variables is used to explain variation in wage rates and labor force participation.
This is the approach used by most researchers to obtain values of a statistical
life; indeed, many of these studies contain a variable for injury rate as well as
a variable for accidental death rate.

For the bottom-up approach, Pindus, Miller and Douglass (I 99 1) estimate
average costs for specific injuries that are described by the location on the body
where they occur and the nature of the injury (e.g. bum). The break costs down
into several categories. In addition to (0) quality of life loss, these categories
include (1) medical costs, 2 ambulance costs, 3 vocational rehabilitation,
(4) wages and fringe benefits forgone, (5) household productivity losses, and
finally 6 administrative costs, which we do not consider because these costs
would be fully internalized if they exist at all. Quality of life losses are the least
certain of these costs. Pain and suffering associated with permanent disabilities
are estimated using expert opinion to represent the loss as some fraction
("functional capacity") of the value of a statistical life (VSL). Average
productivity losses are then subtracted to avoid double-counting. Productivity
losses include the value of lost work days and housework days due to the injury.
They assumed that the value of lost household production was 751% of the
wage rate, which is the employer contribution to Social Security. Medical costs
are largely based on the Detailed Claims Information (DCI) database of the
National Council on Compensation Insurance (NCII). The majority of the
average injury cost was the quality of life losses. They estimated that 7 of
the total average cost of a railroad injury was attributed non-monetary quality
of life losses.

We found nine studies using the hedonic wage approach to estimate the
value of avoiding a statistical injury (VSI). These models include personal and
job characteristics and most include corrections for workers compensation
benefits (which are tax-exempt) by assuming full earnings replacement from
workers compensation and using after-tax wage rates. These researchers
generally use ordinary least squares (OLS) and non-linear least squares
estimation techniques, assuming that job risks are exogenous. If individuals
with higher earnings capacity choose less risky jobs, this assumption will result
in a downward bias to the VSL

The studies as a group indicate that workers do receive higher wages as
a result of working in occupations or in industries with higher injury rates. The
one study that disaggregated injuries by major and minor injuries (Martinello
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and Meng 1992) found that wage compensation was insignificant (actually
negative and significant) for minor in uries but was quite positive, significant,
and large for major injuries, implying the VSJs ranging from 116,000 to
$138,000 in 1989 U.S. dollars. For the studies that do not differentiate injury
severity, values range from $10,000 to 70,000, although the bulk of the studies
are in the 20,000 range.

There are two studies that stand out from the rest: Martinello and Meng
(1992) and Moore and Viscusi 1988).' The Martinello and Meng study,
although simple in its estimation techniques, provides an analysis with by far the
most recent database 1986 vs the 1970s, except for the some of the Viscusi
papers, which are based on 1982 data, but for the chemical industry only). The
model also contains terms for both fatal and non-fatal injuries. The sample is
blue-collar workers in logging, mining and manufacturing, a reasonable sample
for occupational injury damage estimation in the fuel cycles, providing estimates
of both fatal and non-fatal risks in excess of those for a random sample of
occupations and industries.' Unfortunately, the model does not include worker
compensation adjustment, uses pre-tax wage rates, and is estimated using OLS.
Given these problems, one would expect that the Martinello and Meng estimates
of VSI for aggregate injury rates (not by severity) would be below those of the
other studies, which they are. Without controlling for severity,, Martinello and
Meng estimate a VSI ranging between $8,000 and $10,000. However, their
VSL estimates of from 1.6 to 4.9 million (1989 U.S. dollars) are not out of
line with the VSL literature.

The other, m ore theoretically ......... .. .. .. .. .. . . .... .. . .. ..... .
sophisticated, study is by Moore and M60r&.ah Isclar
Viscusi 1988). They apply non- them988)..�. estima e
linear least squares techniques to .....

:WISCOtot to hel Wpp ir
estimate the discount rate being . .............. .. .

1�q".,e eapplied to life cycle decisions, use the
after-tax wage, correct for lat dk�.. V
compensation programs, and contain ..�:10,16:000
dummies to reflect self-assessed
hazard. The drawbacks of this study
are that it uses data from 1977 and the sample in relatively small, only 37 non-
farm household heads who worked more than 20 hours per week. Their best

3Those studies relying on data from the chemical industry are inappropriate for our purposes because
this industry is riskier than average or than the industries of importance to fuel cycles. The remaining
studies are less sophisticated and older studies and so will not be discussed either.

4Occupational injury rates average 63 days/100 days for this sample versus 468/100 for a more
representative sample.
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estimate of VSI is 26,000 1989 dollars), with a range 17,000 to 34,000 for
average baseline risks of about 47 lost work days per 100 days. Their VSLs
are among the highest in the literature, ranging from 6.8 to 7.8 million.

4.8 HEDONIC PROPERTY VALUE STUDIES

Smith and Huang (I 99 1) performed a meta-analysis on 167 studies of the
relationship between property values and air pollution. They conclude that the
literature on this topic is out of date in terms of air quality and housing
conditions and in reflecting current conceptual and empirical techniques. They
find that the mean change in property values with a I tg/m' change in second
highest daily reading of total suspended particulates (TSP) [the slope of the
hedonic price function] ranges between $150 and 250. The geometric mean
particulate reading is 121 Aglm' (the daily standard was 150 /Ag/m'). The study
provides a number of regression results explaining variation in this slope as a
function of baseline air quality (those living in dirtier areas value improvements
less), and income (positive effects on the slope). Such results could be used for
benefits transfer if double-counting issues could be resolved.

5. SYMPTOMS

5.1 CONTINGENT VALUATION AND AVERTING
BEHAVIOR APPROACHES

There are four recent contingent valuation studies that address the value
of avoiding a day of symptoms: Loehman et al. 1979), Tolley et al. 1986),
Dickie et al. (1986a), and Dickie et al. 1987). The first two and the last study
used only the contingent valuation approach, while Dickie et al. (1986a) in
addition, used the averting behavior method.

5.2 LOEHMAN ET AL. 1979)

Among other tasks, the Loehman study set out to collect bids through a
mail questionnaire from a random sample of 1,800 people 404 responded) for
avoiding three types of respiratory symptoms (shortness of breath; coughing and
sneezing; and head congestion, including eye and throat irritation) at two
severity levels (mild/severe) for 1 7 and 90 days. Median and mean bids were
reported, but the authors believed that their median bids were a better measure
of central tendency because of a number of high bids, designated by the authors
as protest bids. Bids were found to increase at a decreasing rate with days ill,
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and.increase with income and baseline days of illness. Females turned in larger
bids than males.

The reported bids for the 90-day scenario are quite small. In fact, they
are much smaller than the medical costs associated with a disease severe enough
to cause this frequency of symptoms. For instance, for 90 day/year of shortness
of breath (which the authors equate to 90 asthma attacks), the WTP bid is only
$263.20 1989 dollars) or 2.92 per attack-day.

Because ozone reductions are unlikely to result in multiple-day symptom
reductions for the average person and because respondents may associate
multiple symptoms with certain diseases rather than days of symptoms, the
results for multiple-day symptoms are ignored in the benefit analysis.

The single day values are: Median Median Mean
dollars/day dollars/day dollars/day

(1979 dollars) (1989 dollars (1989 dollars)

Minor shortness of breath $ 490 $ 8.00 $ 84.00
Severe shortness of breath 10.92 19.00 137.00
Minor coughing/sneezing 2.31 4.00 45.00
Severe coughing/sneezing 6.96 12.00 79.00
Minor head congestion 3.80 6.00 56.00
Severe head congestion 8.17 14.00 92.00

It is difficult to address the reliability of these results because so little is
known about the protocols followed by the Loehman team. Nevertheless,
several points can be made. First, the survey was a mail survey with only a
22% response rate. Such a low rate may cause severe non-response bias (which
would generally tend to inflate the estimate of the average bid for the population
as a whole, if non-responders value the symptoms less than responders).
Second, the definitions of the symptoms were apparently quite vague (simply
"mild" and "severe"). Thus, it is not clear if respondents understood what they
were valuing. There were many quite high bids, suggesting a problem with
interpretation of the symptom definitions or with other aspects of the survey.

5.3 TOLLEY ET AL. 1986)

During 1984-85, four different CV surveys were administered to a total
of 199 randomly chosen heads of households in Chicago and Denver. Two of
these dealt with the WTP to avoid "light" symptoms, either for an additional
symptom day annually or for an additional 30 days annually. The two other
surveys dealt with the WTP to avoid angina. Below, the results from the 1-day
light-symptom survey are reviewed.
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Forty respondents provided acceptable responses to this survey. An
unknown (but small) number of observations were dropped from the sample.
These observations were thought to be protest bids.

Respondents were first asked about their general health status and
condition over the previous month. They were asked how often they
experienced each of seven symptoms (cough, stuffed sinuses, throat congestion,
itchy eyes, drowsiness, headache, and nausea) over the past year, the
consequences of this distress (e.g., RADs, WLDs), and the medical treatment
they received.

The respondents then were asked to think about a situation where last
year's health with respect to these seven symptoms would be identical to next
year's health except that they would suffer one additional day of a particular
symptom or combination of symptoms. Respondents were then read the
following description of hypothetical symptoms and asked to rank each in turn
as to relative bother.

The symptom descriptions were:

(1) Cough: You will cough about twice an hour in spells that last 10 to
20 seconds. You will feel the cough in your chest, but it is
not severe enough to make you red in the face.

(2) Sinus: You will have congestion and pain in your sinuses and
forehead all day. You will be bothered by a feeling of
stuffiness in your head, accompanied by sinus drainage in
your throat. You will need to blow your nose every few
minutes. You will have to breathe through your mouth most
of the time.

(3) Throat: You will make repeated efforts to clear your throat. The
throat clearing is annoying to you and those around you.
Your throat will be scratchy. Your voice will be hoarse, and
you will have some difficulty speaking.

(4) Eye: Watering and smarting of your eyes forces you to interrupt
what you are doing about every 15 min. You rub your eyes
and close them. Stinging of your eyes brings tears three
times during the day - bad enough to cause you to use a
handkerchief or kleenex around your eyes.

(5) Headache: Two rather painful, splitting headaches will strike some time
during the day. Each period of headache will last 2 h.
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(6) Drowsiness: You will have extreme difficulty staying awake during 6 of
the hours when you are normally awake. Sometimes your
eyelids will flutter. You will doze off for an instant now and
then. The drowsiness will interfere with your social activities
and other leisure. You will find the drowsiness dangerous if
it comes over you while you are driving or working with
tools, appliances, or other machinery.

(7) Nausea: Throughout the day, you will have a lingering urge to vomit,
but you will not be able to do so. Stomach distress will be
strong. There will be no actual pain.

Respondents were reminded that any payments to avoid these symptoms
would come out of their family budget. They were also reminded about actions
taken when symptoms are experienced, such as buying and taking medicine,
visiting a doctor, and so on. Finally, the interviewer said that the "cure might
be worth much more to us than that price of medicine or doctor visit, if we
really had to pay for it," reminding them of the difference between the price of
mitigation and WTP.

Bids for each symptom were elicited starting from an initial bid and
doubling or halving the bid until the respondent no longer wanted to change it.
Specifically, the respondent was first asked if experiencing one less day of your
least bothersome symptom would be worth $100. Once a bid was determined,
it was doubled and the respondent was asked if he would be willing to pay this
amount for one less day of the most bothersome symptom. Then the respondent
filled in bids for the other symptoms and was given the opportunity to adjust the
bids. Finally, the respondent was asked to bid on symptom combinations and
on avoidance of a day of symptoms for their household and the entire United
States. Next, the respondent was asked to give reasons for the answers and
describe how the symptoms differed from what had actually been experienced.
Then the respondent was asked about the WTP to avoid all of last year's
symptoms.

Median bids for the symptoms of interest (1-5) range from 13-$24,
with a median 3-symptorn combination bid of 36.40. The 25th percentile bids
range from $5. 1 0 to 6 and mean bids range from 30. 1 0 to 47.90. It is clear
from these statistics and those in the "5 HIGH," "5 LOW," and "standar
deviation" columns, that responses varied enormously from respondent to
respondent, but were fairly similar across symptoms. In addition, note that te
bids for the symptom combinations are less than the sum of the bids for each
symptom separately.
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The marginal bids for hypothetical symptoms far exceed the average bid
for actual symptoms. This is consistent with the finding of increasing marginal
disutility of illness (6 043 for. cough) in a regression analysis of the I -day
survey results, although the 30-day survey did not yield this result. In the
"I-day" regression analysis, none of the socioeconomic variables were
significantly related to the bids. A respondent's distaste for illness (comfort)
was the number one reason given for their bids.

The Tolley study is admirable for its careful and realistic descriptions of
hypothetical symptoms. Respondents should have understood the nature and
severity of the symptoms they were bidding.to avoid (although, as discussed in
the following paragraphs, these notions may not have been the ones intended by
the researchers). Also, the set of symptoms in the survey closely match those
experienced by participants in clinical studies of the regulatory effects of air
pollution. Finally, many of the protocols appear to have been quite well thought
out to reduce several potential survey biases.

Nevertheless, the study results are likely to overestimate the true value
of avoiding a symptom-day for two reasons. First, the protocol is likely to have
introduced a starting point bias by initiating the bidding with a 100 price
attached to the least bothersome symptom. The bids probably would have been
much different if the starting point was lower.

Second, the combination of interviewer remarks on the issue of WTP
versus the price of mitigation and the symptom descriptions may have led the
respondents to bid as if mitigation were impossible. For instance, the headache
description involves two painful headaches of a 2-h duration. The respondent
is asked to provide the value of avoiding two 2-h headaches, not two headaches
that could have been partially cured by aspirin. The respondents should have
been asked to value the entire symptom experience, including the distress before
and after mitigation, the cost of mitigation, and the side effects of mitigation.
The symptom description could have encouraged the respondent to think about
what he would do when confronted with a given symptom and to provide values
accordingly.

In addition, the credibility of the results, even interpreted as an upper
bound, must be questioned because of possible widespread misinterpretation of
the "good" being purchased. It is hard to explain how some respondents
provided bids of zero to avoid umitigated headaches of the severity described.
Further, even perfectly mitigated headaches of this severity must be worth
something to avoid, for example, the cost of aspirin. These remarks apply with
equal force to bids to aoid the other symptoms.
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5.4 M. DICKIE, S. GERKING, W. SCHULZE, A. COULSON,
D. TASHKIN (1986A)

This study used contingent valuation and revealed preference techniques
to estimate alternative values for the WTP to avoid respiratory symptoms. The
data collection effort was part of a study of air pollution and respiratory health
headed by R. Detels at UCLA. Health, and personal and family characteristics
were obtained in a background survey and daily morbidity and avoidance
information were collected by telephone over days from July to December
1985 for 229 nonsmoking, employed adults 25-59 years old (primarily males)
living in Glendora and Burbank, California. As impaired individuals (those with
asthma, bronchitis, emphysema, or other chronic respiratory disease) made up
30% of the sample, all analyses were conducted on normal, impaired, and
combined samples. The data base was supplemented by daily 1-h maximum
concentrations for 03 S2, and NO,, matched to the daily symptom data,
although no analyses were reported involving NO,,. Meteorological variables
and some important "lifestyle" variables (diet, exercise, etc.) were not included.

The contingent valuation component involved simply asking respondents
for their maximum WTP to avoid the symptom they experienced that day or the
day before. No payment vehicle was referenced. A payment card using values
from zero to more than $1,000 was used featuring gradually increasing
increments between bids. The occurrence of multiple symptoms and the issue
of symptom severity were not addressed in the CV question and the respondent
was given no preparatory remarks on how to interpret the WTP question.
However, respondents were asked if zero bids were protest bids.

As has been typical of CV symptom studies, responses were skewed to
higher bids. Mean bids dropped dramatically after each of the tails of the bid
distribution were trimmed 25%. No median bids were presented. Interestingly,
bids to avoid a symptom-day from the "impaired" sample were much larger than
from the normal sample, even for nonrespiratory symptoms and for respiratory
symptoms experienced by the two groups for about the same average duration
and frequency over the days. Table 2 presents the results for mean bids for
the normal and impaired samples. A more detailed presentation of CV results
is provided with an improved, supplementary study reviewed in the following
paragraphs.

The revealed preference component has a number of sub-components:
estimation of the WTP for a reduction in ozone concentrations and estimation
of the WTP to avoid various types of symptom-days. Both subcomponents rely
on a model that generalizes the "standard" non-joint averting behavior model to
many symptoms and averting activities and allows averting goods to confer
utility directly. With the assumption that one averting good is a necessary input
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to the avoidance of respiratory symptoms and confers no utility, this model
implies that changes in consumer surplus caused by an ozone-induced shift in
the Marshallian demand curve for that good can serve as an estimate of the
WTP for this improvement [see Bockstael and McConnell 1983) for a model
applicable in a more restricted setting].

Table 2 CVM estimates of willingness to pay for avoiding
symptoms for I day 1989 dollars)

Normal Impaired
Symptom Mean Bid Mean Bid

Could not breathe deeply 37 $312
Pain on deep inhalation 48 224
Out of breath easily 295 431
Wheezing/whistling breath 14 385
Chest tight 235 228
Cough 161 236
Throat irritation 52 245
Sinus pain 112 275
Headache 145 177

Source: Dickie et al. (1986a, p. 15).

The WTP to avoid a reduction in ozone from 0 12 to 0 I 0 ppm was
estimated from a physician visit demand equation derived from sample data,
under the assumption that a physician visit is a necessary avoidance input.
Ozone was found to have a positive and statistically significant effect on the
daily probability of visiting a doctor for both the impaired and normal samples.
The change in consumer surplus associated with a change in the daily maximum
ozone concentration was computed assuming that the price at which physician
demand falls to zero equals the highest price paid for a physician visit by any
respondent in the sample. Because the physician visit demand equations
predicted a greater frequency of doctor visits for the normal group (based on the
greater observed frequency of this group), this exercise yielded the implausible
result that the WTP of the impaired sample was below that of the normal
sample. Accordingly, the intercepts of the demand equations were adjusted to
more properly reflect the "typical" frequency of doctor visits of the two groups,
which was obtained from a background question rather tan from the daily
questionnaire.
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The model also yielded an expression that decomposed the
aforementioned measure of WTP into the value of time lost and the value of
utility lost. Time losses were estimated for work loss alone. First, logit
regression was used to explain whether a respondent worked less than their
normal daily hours. Ozone proved to be a significant, negative explanatory
variable for the normal, but not the impaired, sample. Daily work losses as a
result of reducing ozone from 012 to 0.10 ppm were estimated for the normal
sample by computing the change in the estimated probability of work loss due
to ozone, multiplying by average work loss, and multiplying the product by the
average daily wage (before taxes). Subtracting the estimate of time losses from
the WTP estimate based on physician visits yielded an estimate of the value of
the utility loss from an ozone change. For normals, the latter estimate swamped
the estimate of the value of work loss.

The model also yielded an expression for the second subcomponent: the
WTP to avoid a symptom-day. This expression equals the price of a good used
to avoid a symptom divided by the marginal product of that good in avoiding
the symptom (the change in the symptom probability per unit change in the
quantity of the good). The derivation of this expression required the assumption
that each symptom type is avoided by a unique combination of averting goods.
Because short-term avoidance behavior may be determined simultaneously with
symptom experience, the two-stage least squares approach (modified to handle
limited dependent variables) was used to address the problem of simultaneous
equation bias.

Several long-term avoidance strategies, such as the presence of home and
car air conditioners (denoted by the variable name ACCAR), air purifiers
(APHOME), and gas (vs. electric) stoves (GASCOOK) occasionally were found
to exert a negative and significant effect on the probability of experiencing
symptoms.' These effects wre interpreted as the marginal product terms;
market data yielded the out-of-pocket annual costs of these long-run avoidance
goods. Tables 3 and 4 provide the results of this analysis.

The authors are to be commended on the breadth and originality of their
study. In addition, the study addresses an important weakness of earlier
valuation studies by attempting to estimate values based on revealed preferences
that account for avoidance behavior rather than those based on hypothetical
responses.

Nevertheless, the results of this study need considerable refinement
before they can be used with confidence in a morbidity benefit analysis. The

'Ozone was found to be an insignificant determinant of the probability of experiencing a symptom.



Table 3 Averting behavior and willingness to pay (WTP): normal subsample

tQ
Change in Expected WTP per

Averting probability symptom-days symptom-day
Symptom good of symptom avoided avoided 1989 dollars)

Could not
a a abreathe deeply --- ... ... ---a

Pain on deep inhalation GASCOOK' 0.0079 2.88 $33.56

Out of breath easily a a

Wheezing/
whistling Breath a --- a

Chest tight ACCARd 0.0116 4.25 41.21

Cough ACCARd 0.0287 10.47 16.34
GASCOOKd 0.0866 31.63 3.07

tZ

Throat irritation ACCAR" 0.0291 10.63 16.48

Sinus pain ACCARd 0.0300 10.94 16.01

Headache ACCAR' 0.0211 7.69 22.78 CD

aNo coefficients of averting goods were correctly signed and statistically significant at 10% using a one-tail test in symptom production
ftinction.

'Denotes coefficient significant at .01 (one-tail) in symptom production function.
rL

'Denotes coefficient significant at .05 (one-tail) in symptom production function.
dDenotes coefficient significant at .10 (one-tail) in symptom production function.

Source: Dickie et al. (1986a, p. 6).



Table 4 Averting behavior and willingness to pay: impaired subsample W
CD
�3
CD

Change in Expected WTP per
0

Averting probability symptom-days symptom-day
Symptom good of symptom avoided avoided 1989 dollars)

Could not breathe deeply GASCOOK' 0.0908 33.14 $ 292 CD

Pain on deep inhalation ACCAW 0.0258 9.41 18.61 0
�4_

Out of breath easily GASCOOKa 0.0954 34.82 2.78 CL

Wheezing/ GASCOOK' 0.0781 28.51 3.39

whistling breath ACHOMEO 0.0677 24.70 19.36

Chest tight ACHOMO 0.0476 17.38 27.51

ACCAW 0.0709 25.88 6.76

GASCOOKc 0.2376 86.71 1.12

Cough ACCAW 0.0536 19.56 8.95

Throat

irritation ACCAR' 0.0685 24.99 7.01

Sinus pain ACHOME b 0.0505 18.45 25.92

Headache ACHOMEa 0.0629 22.96 20.82

APHOMEa 0.0634 23.41 6.00

'Denotes coefficient significant at 0.01 (one-tail) in symptom production function.
b
Denotes coefficient significant at 0.05 (one-tail) in symptom production function.

'Denotes coefficient significant at 0.10 (one-tail) in symptom production function.

Source: Dickie et al. (1986a, p.7).
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limitations arise in the theory, data, statistical, and implementation phases of the
study.

Theory

The existence of different degrees of severity, the influence of baseline
health status on WTP, and the fact that various symptoms usually appear
together were not addressed in the theoretical model. These issues are important
because Dickie et al. (1986a) found that, irrespective of symptom frequency or
duration, bids from impaired respondents exceeded those of normal respondents.
This result may be explained by greater perceived (or actual) severity levels
among impaired individuals or by a positive relationship between the marginal
disutility of a symptom and baseline impairment levels.

The solution to the model implies that when the number of "pure"
averting activities is less than the number of symptoms, the model yields an
infeasible solution. Given the way in which pure is defined, this condition is
nearly certain to hold, rendering the aforementioned solution invalid. The
solution to the model also implies that averting activities can completely mitigate
the symptoms. This is seen in the expression: WTPj = qj/MPjj, where qj is the
full price of averting good i and MPii is the marginal product of the good in
reducing the probability of symptom j. If mitigation is partial, then there will
be residual pain and suffering that the individual will be willing to pay to avoid.

In using the model to value symptom avoidance, the assumption was
made that each symptom is avoided by a unique combination of goods.
Inspection of one's own behavior casts serious doubt on this assumption.
Finally, the theory does not provide an approach for choosing among unit values
for a particular symptom corresponding to the use of different averting goods.

Data

One may question the linkage between purchase of some of the
long-term averting goods and their properties in reducing the probability of
respiratory symptoms. Taking a trip out of the area (the variable RECTRIP is
one example of a weak link. Another is the ownership of an air conditioner.
Such a good may be purchased for many reasons, but primarily for relief from
heat. Using the full cost of an air conditioner to value reduced symptoms would
grossly overestimate WTP. In addition, those who do not purchase air
conditioners are more likely to be income constrained rather than have a lower
value for symptom avoidance. The choice over a gas or electric stove is even
more constrained; it is nearly inconceivable that health effects would enter into
such a choice. Further, this choice variable is tied to N2 rather than ozone.
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The use of these goods, rather than their ownership, is probably more
closely tied to health and air quality. It is unfortunate that data on use were
unavailable and the effects of use of ther goods on symptom probability were
insignificant in the symptom production functions.

The model requires that there be at least one "pure" avoidance good, for
example, one that confers no utility directly. Doctor visits are characterized as
such a good. While this good probably confers little direct utility, it is not
typically an averting good, but rather a mitigating good. In this case, is it
appropriate to use this good at all? Even if its use as an averting good is
accepted, such visits are not a necessary input to symptom avoidance.
Symptom incidences can be avoided without calling, let alone visiting, a doctor.
What is more, from the questionnaire, it is not clear that such visits were tied
to the experience of a respiratory problem.

Turning to omitted variables, the lack of meteorological variables,
particularly temperature and humidity, is a serious omission, as temperature and
ozone are likely to be highly correlated. Indeed, such a correlation may account
for the positive and significant relationship found between ozone concentrations
and time spent outdoors. Also, values for ozone concentrations in December
and Nx in November and December were missing, with mean values used for
November and the entire period, respectively. As the analysis uses daily data,
missing values may play an important role. Apparently, 2was dropped from
the analysis; but no mention was made of this in the text.

Statistics

The use of a one-tail test of significance is inappropriate because reverse
causation is a distinct possibility, a priori. For instance, it is possible that those
experiencing many symptoms would be more likely to own an air conditioner,
and that a regression of "presence of an air conditioner" on symptoms would
therefore yield a positive sign, rather than the negative sign required for the
marginal product term to be meaningful.

No attempt was made to correct for the possibi lity that estimation errors
for each individual were correlated over their days of observations (or over
day t and t-1). A Markov process approach, such as suggested by Korn and
Whittemore 1979), could be used to correct for this autocorrelation.

Implementation

Two procedures related to the calculation of the WTP for symptom
avoidance and its components are questionable. First, the use of only
out-of-pocket expenditures may underestimate the full price of the avoidance
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good and thus underestimate WTP. Second, the estimate of time loss is based
only on work loss and such losses are estimated indirectly. Respondents are not
asked if they lost work because of sym�toms. In addition, leisure time loss,
sleep loss, and productivity loss on the job are ignored in this calculation. If
they were considered, the utility loss component would be a much smaller
percentage of total WTP.

All of the structural equations assume that the daily ozone concentrations
have contemporaneous effects on the probability of experiencing symptoms. For
some symptoms, such as eye irritation, this assumption is quite reasonable.
However, the probability of experiencing other symptoms, such as throat
irritation or sinus pain, on a given day may be affected by a dose integrated over
a number of days or by high concentrations a few days before. In principle,
these hypotheses are testable with the existing data base.

For several key variables, greater (or equal) reliance is placed on
responses obtained from the background questionnaire than from the daily
questionnaire, even though the responses on the former survey are subject to
much more serious recall problems. For instance, using data obtained from the
daily questionnaires, the average frequency of doctor visits of the normal group
was found to exceed that of the impaired group. This surprising finding resulted
in the estimate of the WTP for ozone reductions in the normal group exceeding
that of the impaired group. In contrast, the annual frequency of doctor visits
obtained from the background questionnaire showed that the impaired group
recalled visiting a doctor much more frequently the previous year than the
normal group. When the responses from the background questionnaire were
substituted for the daily responses, the anomalous result concerning the WTP
was reversed. These new estimates were then offered as the more reliable
estimates of WTP. A similar problem is encountered when background
information on the usual number of hours spent outdoors is used along with the
responses on the time actually spent outdoors (obtained from the daily
questionnaire) to estimate outdoor time losses.

The work loss variable is converted into a dummy variable for purposes
of estimation rather than kept as a continuous variable. Thus, the probability of
any work loss is being estimated rather than the amount of work loss.

Concerning the CV analysis, the approach is quite limited and, therefore,
the results should be treated with great caution.

5.5 DICKIE ET AL. 1987)

In this study, an extensive questionnaire was used to probe symptom
severity and frequency as well as avoidance and mitigation strategies for 221
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residents of Glendora and Burbank, California, during the July-October period
of 1986. Bids for avoiding a day of each of the last month's three most
bothersome symptoms were taken using the following questions:

Think about the last time in the past month when you had [SYMPTOM].
Suppose it had been possible to pay a sum of money to have eliminated
[SYMPTOM] immediately that one time. What sum of money would
you have been willing to pay?

We are not talking about getting rid of [SYMPTOM] forever; we are
talking about the amount of money you would have been willing to pay
to have eliminated the symptom that one time.

FURTHER EXPLANATION:

Think of this as the price of a special treatment that would prevent the
symptom one time. How high a price would you have been willing to
pay to eliminate the symptom this one time?

The initial bids were then multiplied by the number of days the symptom
was usually experienced per month, summed, and presented to respondents as
an initial aggregate monthly bid. Respondents were then permitted to revise this
bid. The revised daily bid for each symptom was then calculated by multiplying
the initial daily bid for each symptom by the rati6 of the revised aggregate
monthly bid to the initial aggregate monthly bid. Variations in bids were then
explained with a regression analysis.

Table presents the mean and median bids before and after revision.
Dramatic reductions in mean initial bids and substantial reductions in median
initial bids for most symptoms were observed when respondents were given the
opportunity to revise bids. By any standard, the revised bids are far below those
obtained by other studies. In addition, and just as important in light of the
questionable bid revision procedure (see the following paragraphs), the median
initial bids are lower than median bids obtained by other studies. According to
the authors, the results of the regression analysis were "not particularly strong"
and varied substantially from symptom to symptom.

This study is a vast improvement over the earlier Dickie et al., CV study
and serves to highlight the sensitivity of respondents to the form of the WTP
questions and the importance of making explicit the consequences of a
respondent's bids. It is also a marked improvement over the Loehman and
Tolley studies because of the treatment of the symptom severity issue. In the
Loehman study, respondents were asked to bid on the avoidance of "mild" and
11severe" symptoms, while in the Tolley study, symptom severity was defined in
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Table 5. Initial and revised CV bids
(Bids converted from 1986 dollars to 189 dollars)

Symptom Initial N Revised' N

Not breathe Mean $1,290.00 32 $3.46 17
deeply Median 1.13 32 0 17

Pain on deep Mean 1,079.49 16 6.75 8
inhalation Median 3.96 16 2.35 8

Short breath Mean 8.92 16 0.68 8
Median 0 16 0 8

Wheezing Mean 65.62 1 1 3.10 6
Median 2.26 1 1 0 6

Chest tight Mean 920.63 25 5.70 1 1
Median 5.66 25 1.19 1 1

Cough Mean 401.76 29 1.57 25
Median 1.13 29 0 25

Throat irritation Mean 16.97 26 2.75 17
Median 3.39 26 0 17

Sinus pain/ Mean 270.97 44 2.13 20
discomfort Median 3.96 44 1.61 20

Headache Mean 201.83 61 4.92 16
Median 1.13 61 2.66 16

Source: Dickie et al. 1987)
'After consistency check exclusions.
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detail by the researchers. Both approaches are problematic because they offer
no guidance on the severity of symptoms actually experienced by the
respondents. Therefore, a match between the severity of the symptom avoided
and the value attached to avoiding that symptom may be lacking. In contrast,
the Dickie et al., study asks respondents to value avoiding the severity of
symptoms actually experienced. Thus, the linkage between observed severity
and value is direct.

Nevertheless, there are several problems with this study that argue for
caution in interpreting the following results:

1) Income constraint: Dickie neither implicitly nor explicitly invoked
an income constraint (i.e., implied monthly aggregate expenditures) until the
respondents were provided with the opportunity to revise their monthly bids.

2) Bid revision procedure: The large reductions in bids were, in part,
dependent on the questionable bid revision procedure, where marginal bids were
assumed to be constant (equal to average bids) over symptom frequency. It is
unclear that respondents would accept the resulting value as their daily bid.
More importantly, if the Loehman finding of sharply declining marginal bids
with days of symptoms is accepted, then the revision procedure would
dramatically underestimate daily bids.

3) Averting behavior: Averting (actually, mitigating) behavior was
examined in the study but was not invoked when respondents were asked their
WTP. Doubtlessly, some people did not link their earlier responses to
mitigation questions to their WTP answers. However, such linkage would
further reduce the already low average bids.

4) Outliers: Examination of numbers of people with inconsistent bids
reveals that a large number of people revised their monthly bids from
something to zero. There is no count of the number of people with this
inconsistency. However, according to the authors' consistency checks, if
observations were dropped for respondents who had severe symptoms before
mitigation but whose revised bids were less than $1 or who mitigated but bid
less than a 1, half the observations and over half of the revised bids of zero
would be eliminated. Clearly, many people were confused about the meaning
of the WTP question as reflected in both their original and revised bids.

5) Survey approach: Dickie used a telephone survey. For the elicitation
of WTP for improved health, a personal interview approach is far superior
(Mitchell and Carson, forthcoming).
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6) Risk vs. certainty: Dickie asked respondents what their WTP would
have been to avoid the last symptom-day experienced. A better approach is to
ask for the WTP to reduce the probability of a future symptom day. Not only
does the latter approach permit attitudes towards risk to be included in the
response, but the response would be in terms of the expected level of severity
(the appropriate measure) not the level of severity most recently experienced.

In summary, the problems with this study argue against using the revised
bids in a benefits analysis and serve to bias upwards the initial bids. The
median initial bids are probably the most credible set of statistics from the study.
The reasons for the relatively low median. initial bids are unclear, although
theory and some of the regression results identify consideration of avoidance
behavior as a likely factor.
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